SmartStart Self-Led Project Plan for Log Analyzer

INSTALLATION

☐ Confirming installation for LA
  Documentation

NODE PREPARATION

☐ Requirements for devices to send syslogs/traps to the Orion Platform
  Discuss required (basic) requirements for devices to send syslogs/traps to the Orion Platform.
  Documentation
  Documentation

☐ Secure syslogs and SNMPv3 traps
  Discuss secure syslogs and SNMPv3 traps.
  Documentation

☐ Windows event log monitoring prep
  Discuss Windows event log monitoring prep.
  Documentation

☐ Enabling and disabling nodes for logs
  Discuss enabling and disabling nodes for logs. (see bottom of below article)
  Documentation

NAVIGATING LOG CONSOLE/USING DATA FROM LOG ANALYZER

☐ Log Analyzer web interface
  Review the Log Analyzer web interface.
  Documentation
Data displayed
Go over understanding and using the data displayed monitoring log files.

Documentation

FILTERS AND ALERTS

Create filters for logs and the criteria available
Examine how to create filters for logs and the criteria available.

Documentation

Set actions/Orion alerts from log filter
Examine how to set actions, look at how make Orion alerts from log filter actions.

Documentation

Generated alerts and the resulting messages
Examine how to edit the generated alerts and the resulting messages.

Documentation

REPORTS

Report variable selection for log information
Look at report variable selection for log information.

Documentation

Custom report
Create a custom report.

USER ACCOUNTS AND LIMITATIONS

Managed accounts and log analyzer settings
Review managed accounts and log analyzer settings.

Documentation

OPTIMIZATION SESSIONS

Fine-tune system
Fine-tune your system and ensure it's performing optimally.